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1.0 Summary

Royal Oak Mines Inc. Explored much of nine (9) claims in Michie Township, and one (1) claim in 

Timmins Township in the summer of 1997. The 10 contiguous claims are approximately 50 km 

southeast of Timmins, ON. The 1997 work performed by M C Exploration Services Inc., of South 

Porcupine, ON, is comprised of line cutting, TFM, VLF-EM, and HLEM surveys. This program is 

a southeast continuation of a previously surveyed area by East-West Resource Corp., originating in 

Timmins Township. At this time if any additional work is recommended the author is suggesting that 

the induced polarization method be used. Six traverses on six lines amouting to approximately 16 

km would investigate disseminated sulfide potentials.
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2.0 INTRODUCTION

M. C. Exploration Services Inc of South Porcupine, ON, was awarded a contract in June 1997, to 

do exploration on ten claims in M ichie Township, and two claims in T immins Township The two 

townships are found 50 km southeast of Timmins, ON, and are in the Porcupine Mining Division 

Timmins Township is in the Cochrane District, and Michie Township is in the Temiskaming District. 

The property is accessible by the Gibson Lake road, and is 15 km west of Watabeag Lake. The 

recent exploration initiated by Royal Oak Mines Ltd was completed from June 1997 to August 1997, 

The work was comprised of line cutting, TFM, VLF-EM and HLEM surveys. The exploration done 

by Royal Oak Mines Inc, is a southeast continuation of an investigation which began in 1995, by East- 

West Resources Corp., in Timmins Township. This past work, along with past work done in 1996 

by Royal Oak can be found in the assessment files of the Resident Geologist Office, Timmins, ON. 

The objective of this work is primarily the detection of structures favourable for base metal, and gold 

occurrences. The investigation is in an area where little is known about the underlying geology. The 

property is geologically situated in close proximity to the Cross Lake Fault, and the Watabeag 

Batholith. All gathered information infers that the underlying geology is predominantly intermediate 

and mafic volcanics ( Geological Map 2205 ). The geological trend which is believed to be near 

northwest, puts the property on strike with the recently announced base metal intersections, by Cross 

Lake Minerals, in Sheraton Township ( approximately 12 km NW ). There is also a report of an 

airborne survey (assessment file T-3544), which covers an area just southeast of the property being 

reported on, flown in June 1991 by Aerodat, for a Mr. L. Gervais. This report will summarize the 

recent ground exploration done by Royal Oak Mines.
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3.0 1997 EXPLORATION

3.1 Line Cutting

Line cutters started extending the baseline O 4- 00 in June 1997 A transit was used from grid 

coordinate BL O 4- 00/41 GOE to extend baseline 0 + 00 with an Azimuth of N1360 T. The baseline 

was cut from 41 GOE to 8000E in a southwest direction, with crews having to make one offset 

(4700E to 5300E), due to water coverage There is also three additional sub tie-lines on the grid due 

to water coverage. The new 1997 grid is comprised of four main tie-lines parallel to the baseline and 

thirty nine cross-lines, which are all turned 90 0 to the baseline. The 1 35.8 km of new survey lines 

were completed by August 1997, after crews were evacuated in July due to a forest fire. A total of 

80 km had to be rechainned due to the fire. The grid was translated into UTM coordinates with the 

ground origin O + 00/0 + 00 converted to 516250E/5349660N.
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3.2 Mag A VLF-E Survey Procedure

The Mag-VLF survey was initially read by Mr. D. Caron of Timmins, ON, from July 22, 1997 to 

August 13, 1997. A GSM-19 ( Vers 5.0) combined system, was used to read the total field 

magnetics (with an Overhauser Precession Sensor), and VLF Vertical In-Phase and Out-Of- Phase 

components (with a Q.1% accuracy) The selected transmitter frequency was 24.0 kHz, Cuttler 

Maine The magnetics survey was smoothed to the original 1995 base station location TL 

16000N/1375E, which had a reference field of 58325 nanoteslas elected areas of the VLF-EM survey 

on the 1997 grid was repeated using the Geonics EM-16 to smooth erratic profiles. The source of 

the noise is unknown at the time of writing this report. The author suspects that there was perhaps 

another survey (Pulse-EM/or IP) being conducted in the area which would interfere with the VLF- 

EM survey.

3.3 Magnetic Survey Results

The survey results are plotted on Plan 5, posting the field data with a 58000 nanotesla base removed. 

The readings are posted at every next station read, for legibility purposes. The data was then 

contoured at a 50 nanotesla interval. There was a total of 10,594 stations read (12.5 meter interval) 

which ranges from 55615 nT to 64105 nT, and the survey area has a mean of 58102 nT.

The south-east gathering of contours seen south of Wolverton Lake trending towards McPhail Lake 

reflects a broad magnetic high, which is believed to represent an underlay of mafic flows, and 

pyroclastic rocks. The broader dispersed contours north of the baseline are believed to represent the 

eastern limit of the Watabeag Batholith. There are several narrow north-south trends of contours, 

representing a swarm of diabase dikes, which are most noticeable when intruding the said Batholith.
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3.4 VLF-EM Survey Results

A most prominent VLF In-Phase anomaly occurs coarsely along tie-line 800S. This anomaly 

correlates with a high magnetic trend seen on Plan 5. The trend becomes interrupted near lines 

6700E (fe 6800E. Another anomalous trend is seen approximately 200 m south of the baseline and 

is also interrupted near line 6800E At the east limit there is now twin anomalies between the baseline 

and tie-line 800S. These anomalies are believed to delineate geological contacts. These two trends 

previously discussed have an approximate geological trend of N143 0T (Azimuth). There is another 

trend of anomalous response which have an approximate geological trend of N160 0 T seen from tie- 

line 1600N/4700E to line 8000E/400N. This trend occurs in an area of underlying dikes. It is 

believed that bedrock highs are the major cause of the cross-overs.

3.5 HLEM Survey Procedure

The Horizontal Loop Electromagnetic (HLEM) survey was read by Mr. D. Clement and Mr. G. 

O'Keefe of Timmins, ON, from July 22, 1 997 to August 8, 1997. C rews used the max-min 19 with 

the MMC data logger to read three frequencies (440, 1760, and 3520 Hz) at a 25 meter interval along 

all cross-lines. A 150 meter coil separation was selected for the survey. Both In-Phase and 

Quadrature elements were stored at each station read, for all three frequencies.

3.6 HLEM Survey Results

The 150 meter coil spaced HLEM survey is presented on plan's 2, 3, and 4. Both In-Phase and 

Quadrature components are posted, then profiled at a scale of Icirr^l007o.

(4)



The Lack of good HLEM conductors renders the survey predominantly reflectant of geological noise. 

In this situation the anomalies are all affected b topographic highs. The elevation contours are plotted 

on the plan maps to help prove this theory. Since all three frequencies are affected, another 

problematic situation arises. This can perhaps be explained by a geological underlay having little 

affect on the electromagnetic waves. The anomalies are then produced by cable shortages. However, 

this does not refute the possibility of electromagnetic bedrock conductors being present in the areas 

of negative amplitudes.

4.0 Conclusion

The VLF-EM and TFM surveys are both very useful in delineating the underlying geology. The 

HLEM survey does suggest that there are any underlying bedrock electromagnetic conductors of 

significance. If more work is recommended, then the author suggests that a time domain induced 

polarization survey be done over selected areas (near 16 km of traverses) to delineate disseminated 

sulfide potential.

Respectfully Submitted for Approval;

DATE

u

R J Daigle
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5.O CERTIFICATION

I Richard Daigle residing at 40 Crawford, Apt.6 in the city of 
Timmins, ON, Certify;

1. This is my 19th year of practice in mining exploration.

2. I am registered with the Ontario Association of Certified 
Technologist.

3. I have been employed by MC Exploration Services Inc since
1992 and presently have the job title Geophysical Evaluator/ 
Manager of Operations.

4. Accomplished geophysical contracts (IP, HLEM, TFM, SP) and 
property assessments in Eastern Canada, 1987 to 1992.

5. Accomplished geophysical contracts in northeastern ON, 
1985-87.

6. Geophysicist Assistant/Senior Technician for Kidd Creek Mines 
under the supervision of Mr. D. Londry, 1981-85.

7. Experienced Max-Min (HLEM) surveys/interpretations under the 
supervision of Mr. J. Betz, 1979-81.

8. Received Electronic Technologist Certificate in 1979.

9. I have no direct interest in the property reported on, or the 
company worked for.

DATE:
Timmins, ON

R. J
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Apex MaxMin 1-9
"The MaxMin I ground Horizontal Loop ElectroMagnetic (HLEM) systems are designed for 
mineral S, water exploration and for geoengineering applications. They expand the 
highly popular MaxMin II and III EM system concepts. The frequency range (in Hz) is 
extended to seven octaves from four. The ranges and numbers of coil separations are 
increased and new operating modes are added. The receiver can also be used 
independently for measurements with power line sources. The advanced spheric and 
powerline noise rejection is further improved, resulting in faster and more accurate 
surveys, particularly at large coil separations. Several receivers may be operated 
along a single reference scale. Mating plug in data acquisition computer is 
available for use with MaxMin I for automatic digital acquisition and processing. 
The computer specifications are in separate data sheets.
Specifications
 Frequencies 110, 220, 440, 880, 1760, 3520, 7040, 14080 Hz plus 50/60HZ 

powerline frequency (receiver only).
 Modes MAX1 : HL mode, Tx S, Rx coil planes horizontal and coplanar.

MAX2 : V coplanar loop mode, Tx s, Rx coil planes V s, c oplanar 
MAX3 : V coaxial loop mode, Tx S Rx coil planes V S coaxial 
MINI: P loop mode l ( Tx coil plane H Z Rx coil plane V. 
MIN2: P loop mode 2 (Tx coil plane V S Rx coil plane H.

 Coil Separation 12.5,25,50,75,100,125,150,200,300,400 meters standard.
10,20,40,60,80,100,120,160,200,240,320 m, internal option

50,100,200,300,400,500,600,800,1000,1200,1600ft internal opt
 Parameters IP and Q components of the secondary magnetic field, in 4 
Measure of primary (Tx) fid. Fid amplitude and/or tilt of PL fid. 'Readouts

Analog direct readouts on edgewise panel meters for IP, Q 
and tilt, and for 50/60HZ amplitude. Additional digital 

readouts when using the DAC, for which interfacing and 
controls are provided for plug-in.
 Range of Analog IP and Q scales; O  20^, O ± 2-?;, O Readouts  l(m,

switch activated. Analogue tilt scale O  75% grade 
(digital IP S Q O  102.4*6).

 Readability Analogue IP and Q Q.05% to Q.5%, analogue tilt l'?; grade 
(digital IP s, Q 0 . l *) .

 Repeatability  0.055^ to   J.% normally, depending on frequency, coil 
spacing S conditions.

 Signal Powerline comb filter, continuous spherics noise dipping, 
Filtering autoadjusting time constants and other filtering. 
'Warning Lights Rx signal and reference warning lights to indicate 

potential errors.
 Survey Depth From surface down to 1.5 times coil separation used.
 Transmitter HOHz: 220atm 220Hz: 215atm 440Hz: 210atm 880Hz: 200atm

Dipole moments 1760Hz: 160atm 3520Hz: SOatm 7040Hz:40atm 14080Hz: 20atm
 Reference Cable Light weight unshielded 4/2 conductor teflon cable for

maximum temperature range and for minimum friction. 
'Intercom Voice communication link via reference cable.
 Rx Power Supply Four standard 9V batt (O.SAh, alk) . Life 30 hrs continuous 

duty, less in cold weather. Rechargeable batt optional.
 Tx Power Supply Rechargeable sealed gel type lead acid 12V-13Ahr batt (4x 

6V-64Ah) in canvas belt. Opt 12V-8Ahr light duty belt pack.
 Tx Battery For 110-120/220-240VAC, 50/60/400 Hz and 12-15VDC supply 
Charger operation, automatic float charge mode, three charge status 

indicator lights. Output 14.4V-1.25A nominal.
 Operating Temp -40 0 C to 4-60 e C
 Rx weight 8 kg -Tx weight 16 kg with standard batt.

IP^n-Phase/ (^Quadrature/ ^ Horizontal/ V= Vertical/ PL= Powerline
(7)



HLEM Theory
'The MaxMin I is a frequency domain, horizontal loop electromagnetic (HLEM) system, 
based on measuring the response of conductors to a transmitted, time varying 
electromagnetic field. The transmitted, or primary EM field is a sinusoidally 
varying field at any of the eight varying frequencies. This field induces an 
electromotive force (emf), or voltage, in any conductor through which the field 
passes (defined by Faraday's Law). The emf causes a secondary current to flow in 
the conductor in turn generating a secondary electromagnetic field. This changing 
secondary field induces an emf in the receiver coil (by Faraday's Law) at the same 
frequency, but which differs from the primary field in magnitude and phase. The 
difference in phase (phase angle) is a function of the conductance of the 
conductor(s), both the target and the overburden, and host rock. The magnitude of 
the secondary field is dependant on the conductance, dimension, depth, geometry as 
well as on the interference from the overburden and host rock. The two parameters, 
phase angle and magnitude are measured by measuring the strength of the secondary 
field in two components; the real field, In-phase with the primary field, and the 
imaginary field, Quadrature or 90" out-of-phase from the primary field. The 
magnitude and phase angle of the response is also a function of the frequency of the 
primary field. A higher frequency field generates a stronger response to weaker 
conductors. A low frequency tends to pass through weak conductors and penetrate to 
a deeper depth. The lower frequency also tends to energize the full thickness of 
a conductor, and give better measure of it's true conductivity-thickness " Q " , in 
mho's per meter. For these reasons, two or more frequencies are usually used. A 
lower frequency for better penetration and a higher frequency for stronger response 
to weaker conductors. The transmitted primary fie"ld also creates an emf in the 
receiver coil, which is much stronger than that of the secondary and must be 
corrected for by the receiver. This is done by electronically creating an emf in 
the receiver, whose magnitude is determined by the distance between the transmitter 
and receiver. The phase is derived from the receiver via an interconnecting cable. 
Method
The MaxMin I is a two-man continuously portable EM system. Designed to measure both 
the vertical and horizontal In-Phase (IP) and Quadrature (QP) components of the 
anomalous field from electrically conductive zones. The plane of the Transmitter 
(Tx) was kept parallel to the mean slope between the TX and Receiver (Rx) at all 
times . This ensures a horizontal loop system measuring perpendicular to the 
anomalous targets. The grid being surveyed should also be secant chained in order 
to keep a constant separation (between Tx and Rx) to eliminate anomalous response 
derived from cable loss over rough terrain. Crews attempted to keep a constant 
separation for a qualitative survey. Three frequencies; 440Hz, 1760Hz, and 3520Hz 
were selected to resolve complex conductors if/when encountered. The 200 meter coil 
spacing, chosen to detect possible deep conductors also ensures a more consistent 
survey overall (a large spread gives better penetration over areas of conductive 
layers, eg. clay). The crews read the cross-lines only to cut the geology at a 
perpendicular angle for better cross-over response.

(8)



GEM Sys terns Advanced Magnetometers GSM-19
V 4.0

GEM Systems Inc
52 West Beaver Creek Road, Unit 14
Richmond Hill, Ontario Phone; (905) 764- 8008
Canada, L4B-1L9 Fax ; (905) 764- 9329

1.0 Instrument Description

'The staff is made c l strong alurr. i r. urn t ubi nq sec;:, ions . T h i s construction a 1 1 c w K l ci a select: o: ; o! ^-x r. x . : e i eva t. i on.-;
above the ground during surveys. For best. precision the full staff ] e r. a:. li s hou l ci he used . Ree L-TV.T-.: r. Jod sense r
separat i on in g r aa iometer mode is c ne staff section, a l though two or t h i e e section sepa rations a j e sorr.et i me s
used for max i mum sens i t i v ity.
"The console contains all the electron i c circuitry. It has a sixteen key kevboar d , a 4x20 character a i ph a nu me r i c
display, and sensor and power input/ output connectors. The keybcaid also serves as an ON- OFF switch.
The power input /output connector also serves as a RS232 input/output and optionally as analog output and contact
closure triggering input.
"The keyboard f ront panel, and connectors a re sealed (can operate under r ainy conditions)
"The charger has two levels of char g ing, full and trickle, swi t eh i nq au: orna tically f r or erie to another. Input
is normally 1 1 OV 50/60HZ. Optionally, 12V DC can be provided.
"The all-metal hou s i rig of the console guarantees excellent EM protection.

2.0 Instrument Specifications
Resolution O.C1 nT, magnetic field and gradient
Accuracy 0.20 nT over operat ing range
Range 20,000 to 120,000 nT automatic tuning, requiring initial setup
Gradient Tolerance over 10,000 nT/m
Operating Interval 3 seconds min i mum, faster optional. Rea d i ng initiated from keyboard,
external trigger, or carriage return via RS-232
Input/Output 6 pin weatherproof connectors
Power Reqtii r erne r. t s 12V, 20Cir\A peak, 3 0mA standby, 300mA peak with Gradiometer
Power Source Internal 12V, 1.9Ah sealed lead-acid battery standard, external source
opt iona l .
Battery Charger Input; 110/ 220VAC, 50/60HZ and/or 12VDC

Output; 12V dual level charging 
Operating Ranges Temperatures; -40 0 C to -6C 0C

Battery Voltages; 1G.O V min to 15.0V max
Humidity; up to 90* relative, non condensing 

Storage Temperature -50 0 C to *65 0 C 
Dimensions Console; 223 X 69 X 240 cm

Sensor Staff; 4 x 450 mm secti o r. s
Sensor; l "70 x 71 irjn di ameter
Weight; Console 2 . l Kg Staff O . 9 Kg Sensors; I.iKg

(9)



Magnetic Survey 
Theory; ®

The magnetic method is based on measuring alteration in the shape and magnitude of the earth's 
naturally occurring magnetic field caused by changes in. the magnetization of the rocks in the 
earth. These changes in magnetization are due mainly to the presence of the magnetic minerals, 
of which the most common is magnetite, and to a lesser extent ilmenite, pyrrhotite, and some 
less common minerals. Magnetic anomalies in the earth's filed are caused by changes in two types 
of magnetization; (1) Induced, caused by the magnetic field being altered and enhanced by 
increases in the magnetic susceptibility of the rocks, which is a function of the concentration 
of the magnetic minerals. (2) Remanent magnetism is independent of the earth's magnetic field, 
and is the permanent magnetization of the magnetic particles (magnetite, etc..) in the rocks. 
This is created when these particles orient themselves parallel to the ambient field when 
cooling. This magnetization may not be in the same direction as the present earth's field, due 
to changes in the orientation of the rock or the field. The unit of measurement (variations 
in intensity) is commonly known as the Gamma which is equivalent to the nanotesla (nT).

Method;

The magnetometer, GSM-19 with an Overhauser sensor measures the Total Magnetic Field ( TFM) 
perpendicular to the earth's field (horizontal position in the polar region). The unit has no 
moving parts, produces an absolute and relatively high resolution measurement of the field and 
displays the measurement on a digital lighted display and is recorded (to memory). Initially, 
the tuning of the instrument should agree with the nominal value of the magnetic field for each 
particular area. The Overhauser procession magnetometer collected the data with a 0.2 nanoTesla. 
accuracy. The operator read each and every line at a 12.5 m interval with the sensor attached 
to the top of three (56cm) aluminum tubing sections. The readings were corrected for changes 
in the earth's magnetic field (diurnal drift) with a s"imilar GSM-19 magnetometer, >>base 
stations which automatically read and stored the readings at every 30 seconds. The data from 
both units was then downloaded to PC and base corrected values were computed.

(10)



EM 16
Geonics Limited
2 Thorncliffe Park Drive
Toronto, ON, Canada
M4H-1H2 (416) 425-1821

Specifications
Source Of primary Field VLF transmitting stations eg. NAA 24.0 KHz

read by plug-in frequency crystals 
Parameters measured (1) The vertical in-phase component (tangent of the

tilt angle of the polarization ellipsoid). (2) The 
vertical out-phase (quadrature) component (the short 

axis of the polarization ellipsoid compared to the 
long axis). 

Method of reading In-Phase from mechanical inclinometer and quadrature
from a calibrated dial. Nulling by audio tone.

Scale range In-Phase +X- ISCH, quadrature * /- 4 (H. 
Readability * /- l*
Reading time 10-40 seconds, depending on signal strength 
Operating temperature -40 0 to +50 C. 
Operating controls On-Off switch, push-button battery test, station

selector, volume control, quadrature dial, 
inclinometer dial.

Power supply six (6) AA alkaline cells, life about 200 hrs. 
Dimensions 42 x 14 x 9 cm 
Weight l.6 kg

Since the beginning of 1965 a large number of mining companies have found the EM 16 
system to meet the need for a simple, light and effective exploration tool for 
mining geophysics. The VLF-EM method uses the military and time standard VLF 
transmissions as primary field. Only a receiver is then used to measure the 
secondary fields radiating from the local conductive targets. This allows a very 
light, one-man instrument to do the survey. Because of the almost uniform primary 
field, good response from deeper targets is obtained. The EM 16 provides In-Phase 
& Quadrature components of the secondary field with the polarities indicated. 
Interpretation technique has been highly developed particularly to differentiate 
deeper targets from the many surface indications. The VLF transmitting stations 
have vertical antennas. The magnetic signal component is then horizontal and 
concentric around the transmitter locations.

Principal of Operation
The VLF transmitting stations operating from communications with submarines have 
concentric horizontal magnetic fields around them. When the fields meet conductive 
bodies in the ground, there will be secondary fields radiating from these bodies. 
The EM 16 measures the vertical components of these secondary fields. The instrument 
is simply a sensitive receiver covering the frequency band of the selected station 
with means of measuring the vertical field components. The receiver has two inputs, 
with two receiving coils built into the instrument. One coil has normally vertical 
axis and the other is horizontal. The vertical coils signal is first minimized by 
tilting the instrument. The tilt-angle is calibrated in percentage. The remaining 
signal in this coil is finally balanced out by a measure of percentage of the signal 
from the other coil, after being shifted 90" (normally parallel to the primary 
field). Thus, if the secondary signals are small compared to the primary horizontal 
field, the mechanical tilt-angle is an accurate measurement of the vertical real- 
component (In-Phase), and the compensation n/2-signal from the horizontal coil is 
a measure of the vertical signal (Quadrature).

(11)



Selection Of The Station
The magnetic field lines from the station are at right angles to the direction of 
the station. Always select a station which gives the field approximate at right 
angles to the main strike of the ore bodies or geological structure of the area 
being surveyed. The strike of the geology should point to the transmitter, a 
variation of  /- 4 5" is tolerable in practice. Following is a list of some of the 
available stations;

Station NAA; Guttler, Maine 24.0 KHz 
Station NLK; Seattle Washington 24.8 KHz 
Station NSS; Annapolis, Maryland 21.4 KHz

Taking A Reading
The direction of the survey lines should be selected approximately along the lines 
of the primary magnetic field, at right angles to the direction to the station being 
used. Before starting the survey, the instrument can be used to orient oneself in 
that respect. By turning the instrument sideways, the signal is minimum when the 
instrument is pointing towards the station, thus indicating that the magnetic field 
is at right angles to the receiving coils inside the handles. To take a reading, 
first orient the reference coil (lower end of the handle) along the magnetic lines. 
Swing the instrument back and forth for minimum sound intensity. Use the volume for 
comfortable listening. Then use the left hand to adjust the quadrature component 
dial to further minimize the sound. When the minimum sound level is achieved read 
the inclinometer by looking into the lense, then take note of both readings. The 
dials inside the inclinometer are calibrated in positive and negative percentages. 
If the instrument is facing 180" from the original direction of travel, the 
polarities of the readings will be reversed. Therefore always face the same 
direction (station being at right angle of the nulling direction).
Fraser Filter
VLF-EM data often yields complex patterns which require considerable study for a 
proper interpretation. A method, Fraser Filter was developed which allows field 
operators to transform the noncontourable dip angles into contourable data, 
producing conductor (anomaly) patterns which are immediately apparent to exploration 
personnel. The contoured data peaks very close to the top of the conductive axis, 
thereby allowing drill holes to be spotted accurately. The contoured data is 
expressed in degrees and only the positive quantities are contoured. This is 
dependant on the direction the filter was applied, usually a south to north or west 
to east filter is used and produces positive peaks where maximum deflection is seen 
on the In-Phase profile. The filter should only be applied to evenly spaced 
readings (eg, 25 m reading interval along the entire line read).

Formula (ipH-ip2)-(ip3*ip4)
The formula is the sum of station l S, s tation 2 minus the sum of station 3 and 4. 
The plot point is in the middle of the stations calculated. This method is extremely 
useful in reducing noise and eliminating regional effects.

(12)



Ontario Ministry of
Northern Development
and Mines

Declaration of Assessment Work 
Performed on Mining Land
Mining Act, Subsection 65(2) and 66(3), R.S.O. 1990

Personal information collected on 
Mining Act, the information is a put 
Questions about this collection i 
933 Ramsey Lake Road, Sudbury 42A07SE0013 2.17678 TIMMINS 900

Transaction Number (office use)

Assessment Files Researcn Imaging

Mining Act. Under section 8 of the 
sspond with the mining land holder, 
i/elopment and Mines, 6th Floor.

Instructions: - For work performed on Crown Lands before recording a claim, use form 0240. 
- Please type or print in ink.

1. Recorded holder(s) (Attach a list if necessary)
2 .17678

Name n . . ,

————————— ~i ———————————————————————————————————————

l \ \^\ *v^ .w ̂  \s\fJ* * * "^ ^ **" 7
Name

Address

Client Number

Telephone Number
70*^- St O" ( C-{ (

Fax Number
7&S" ' 3^^" /^32^

Client Number
'V "

Telephone Number

Fax Number

2 .1767 8
2. Type of work performed: Check ( ^ ) and report on only ONE of the following groups for this declaration.

i—T/Geotechnical: prospecting, surveys, 
LM assays and work under section 18 (regs) D Physical: drilling, stripping, 

trenching and associated assays [ | Rehabilitation

Work Type

Dates Work - , *r r\t *3~l x -y ^ /s C/ t? —i 
Performed From H O^ */ To 5 O D^ "(

Day Month Year Day Month Year

Global Positioning System Data (if available) Township/Area

M or G-Plan Number '

Office Use

Commodity

Total S Value of Jj ^ 
Work Claimed (J /O J. 1&- l

NTS Reference

Mining Division L/lfU- /^v '

Resident Geologist ^ t J 
District 7/^xi^^o

Please remember to: - obtain a work permit from the Ministry of Natural Resources as required;
- provide proper notice to surface rights holders before starting work;
- complete and attach a Statement of Costs, form 0212;
- provide a map showing contiguous mining lands that are linked for assigning work;
- include two copies of your technical report.

3. Person or companies who prepared the technical report (Attach a list if necessary)
Name /\ i :~\ i

Address 0 1 [

iO o &x 'j Z. f) 3^*-^ 1 Ofcc'p^'C- MM i zW ItrO
Name

Address

Name

Address

RECEIVED
—— SEP - 8 I997 ——

GEOSCltNCE ASSESSMENT 
OFFICE

Telephone Number

Fax Number
"~)r\^T ~) ~Z,^ C* /"i*? Q' 
/Uj l- J -* Q (s J) Q

Telephone Number

Fax Number

Telephone Nun-

Fax Number

4. Certification by Recorded Holder or Agent

r i 4 L1. l ? [-es \r\afJeiS] . do herebv certifv tha

'K/pittwl
ifiir w; ^SFP 5 IW7

'v.r W IWJI

PORCUPINE MINING DIVIfiinN

t l have oersonal knowledae of the facts s*
(Print Name) 7

forth in this Declaration of Assessment Work having caused the work to be performed or witnessed the same during 
or after its completion and, to theJaest of rtny knowledge, the annexed report is true.

Signature of Recorded Holder or Agent m 7
Agent's Addres:

^

Telephone Number Fax Number

* A



5. Work to be recorded and distributed. Work can only be assigned to claims that are contiguous (adjoining) to . 
the mining land where work was performed, at the time work was performed. A map showing the contiguous link 
must accompany this form.

Mining Claim Number. Or if 
work was done on other eligible 
mining land, show in this 
column the location number 
indicated on the claim map.

eg

eg

eg

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

TB 7827

1234567

1234568

\2,ojsoi

CL-OkllZ^

1^0^13

1^01303
U*TV?o2,

y ( m7ck
' u ^37S0

VLCLte^

" tm*5'33
" 11^553^
" il^S53S
' mZk3S
' 12. (2.^3 k
" CL(ZLT*7
' l ?-lZ-k38

Number of Claim 
Units. For other 
mining land, list 
hectares.

16 ha

12

2

(C/

l(*

IG

Ik
''U-71&
N

12^

(k

Ik

1C,

(L,
Ik
(k
Ik

Column Totals

Value of work 
performed on this 
claim or other 
mining land.

S26, 825

0

S 8, 892-— T&,
,^*

^
•' O

f

O

o
17.63

6007
o

SS58
Ik^o7
(Z^oZ
^(Z

^IS^4>
^o^ii

^3oS
SfcF

Value of work 
applied to this 
claim.

N/A

S24,000

S 4 ,000

(o^OO v

^00

(o^OO

(o^SOj

40(9

^3oo
3&00

^QooJ
(o^OO*

^00

(cttOO

^oo/
^00-

(o^OO

4400^
oT?fcF.

Value of work 
assigned to other 
mining claims.

S24,000

0

0

a
o ,
o/

/
O

0 K

0 S

, Ko^ /
o

1
o

/oSoy/
k 4* 2.0 ZV

o
/SI2-k^

, /^55C-
X

o

s/^s

Bank. Value of work 
to be distributed 
at a future date.

S2,825

0

S4.892

O

' 0

0

0

' 0
x

s
o

s o
o
o
0

o
/ G

o /
Z.Z-I/

0

rr
C •fra*-*' ______ , do hereby certify that the above work credits are eligible under
(Print Full Name) (

subsection 7 (1) of the Assessment Work Regulation 6/96 for assignment to contiguous claims or for application to 

the claim where the work was done.
Signature of Recorded Holder or Agent Authorized in Writing Date s mi
6. Instructions for cutting back credits that are not approved.

T
Some of the credits claimed in this declaration may be cut back. Please check ( ^ ) in the boxes below to show how

you wish to prioritize the deletion of credits:

Ha 1. Credits are to be cut back from the Bank first, followed by option 2 or 3 or 4 as indicated. 

Ha 2. Credits are to be cut back starting with the claims listed last, working backwards; or 

D 3. Credits are to be cut back equally over all claims listed in this declaration; or 

D 4. Credits are to Je fan 0aq^C"^ itUud JiP 4tae attached appendix or as follows (describe):

.1767
Note: If you have not indicated how your credits are 

followed by option number 2 if necessary.
ted, credits will be cut back from the Bank first,

For Office Use Onlj
Received Stamp

(e)
SEP 5 1997

0241 (02/96)
PORCUPINE MINING DIVISION

Deemed Approved Date

Date Approved

Date Notification Sent

Total Value of Credit Approved

Approved for Recording by Mining Recorder (Signature)



Ontario Wf ILOI iu and Mines
Schedule for Declaration of 
Assessment Work on Mining Land

Transaction Number (office use)

Mining Claim Number. Or If 
work was done on other eligible 
mining land, show in this column 
the location number indicated 
on the claim map.

Number of Claim 
Units. For other 
mining land, list 
hectares.

Value of work 
performed on this 
claim or other 
mining land

Value of work 
applied to this 
claim

Value of work 
assigned to other 
mining claims

Bank. Value of work 
to be distributed 
at a future date

14? rV O

B 32.00 o
7 lg 0

0 ^00 0

(7.17,700 0 toOO 0 S D

o o

:
RECEIV ED

SEP -8195 l.

eeOSCIENCC AGGCG DMCNT

Column Totals 103,^00 ZU

0200(02/98)



Ontario Ministry of
Northern Development
and Mines

Statement of Costs 
for Assessment Credit

Transaction Number (office use)

Personal information collected on this form is obtained under the authority of subsection 6(1) of the Assessment Work Regulation 6/96. Under 

section 8 of the Mining Act, the information is a public record. This information will be used to review the assessment work and correspond with 

the mining land holder. Questions about this collection should be directed to the Chief Mining Recorder, Ministry of Northern Development and 

Mines, 6th Floor. 933 Ramsey. Lake Road, Sudbury, Ontario, P3E 6B5.

Work Type

Utc*tt\# - (wpU^S

j\A4\ vL*r~fc'' H bc r[

Units of Work
Depending on the type of work, list the number 
of hours/days worked, metres of drilling, kilo 
metres of grid line, number of samples, etc.

HS-X k~-

Associated Costs (e.g. supplies, mobilization and demobilization).

Transportation Costs

Food and Lodging Costs

-H

GEO

Cost Per Unit 
of work

^74,4*^5 /L
'

lECEIVED
SEP - 8 1997

SCIENCE ASSESSMEW
OH-ICE

Total Value of Assessment Work

Total Cost

(03.02-1

*

foB.e^i

Calculations of Filing Discounts: 2 .1767 8
1. Work filed within two years of performance is claimed at 1000Xo of the above Total Value of Assessment Work.
2. If work is filed after two years and up to five years after performance, it can only be claimed at S00fa of the Total 

Value of Assessment Work. If this situation applies to your claims, use the calculation below:

TOTAL VALUE OF ASSESSMENT WORK x 0.50 = Total S value of worked claimed.

Note:
- Work older than 5 years is not eligible for credit.
- A recorded holder may be required to verify expenditures claimed in this statement of costs ̂ within 45 days of a 
request for verification and/or correction/clarification. If verification and/or correction/clajiT ~""" ~ "~*"' 
Minister may reject all or part of the assessment work submitted.

Certification verifying costs:: l

l "^v

5 1997
cx1 .^

, do hereby certify, that the amounts shdwrf are as accurate as may
PORCUPINE MINING DIVISION

dw
T

t 'yo
(please print'full name)

reasonably be determined and the costs were incurred while conducting assessment ^drif nn'thiff lar"te-i

O v -i- C f l ?^-r 
the accompanying Declaration of Work form as V^ l ^ c( L,iCo\o^'^ |

(recorded golder agent, or slate company position with signing authority)
l am authorized

to make this certification.



Ontario
Ministry of
Northern Development

.. and Mines.-..- 
November 13, 1997

ROYAL OAK MINES INC. 
P.O. Box2010 
Timmins, Ontario 
980-33

Ministers du
Developpement du Nord 
et des Mines Geoscience Assessment Office 

933 Ramsey Lake Road 
6th Floor 
Sudbury, Ontario 
P3E 6B5

Telephone: (888)415-9846 
Fax: (705) 670-5863

Dear Sir or Madam:

Subject: Transaction Number(s):

Submission Number: 2 .17678

Status
W9760.00318 Deemed Approval

We have reviewed your Assessment Work submission with the above noted Transaction Number(s). The 

attached summary page(s) indicate the results of the review. WE RECOMMEND YOU READ THIS 

SUMMARY FOR THE DETAILS PERTAINING TO YOUR ASSESSMENT WORK.

If the status for a transaction is a 45 Day Notice, the summary will outline the reasons for the notice, and any 

steps you can take to remedy deficiencies. The 90-day deemed approval provision, subsection 6(7) of the 

Assessment Work Regulation, will no longer be in effect for assessment work which has received a 45 Day 

Notice.

Please note any revisions must be submitted in DUPLICATE to the Geoscience Assessment Office, by the 

response date on the summary.

If you have any questions regarding this correspondence, please contact Steve Beneteau by e-mail at 

beneteau-s@torv05.ndm.gov.on.ca or by telephone at (705) 670-5855.

Yours sincerely,

ORIGINAL SIGNED BY
Blair Kite
Supervisor, Geoscience Assessment Office
Mining Lands Section

Correspondence ID: 11544 

Copy for: Assessment Library



Work Report Assessment Results

Submission Number: 2 .17678

Date Correspondence Sent: November 13, 1997____________________Assessor:Steve Beneteau^^^^^^^^^^

Transaction First Claim
Number Number Township(s) l Area(s) Status Approval Date

W9760.00318 1193706 MICHIE, TIMMINS Deemed Approval November 12, 1997

Section:
14 Geophysical MAG 
14 Geophysical VLF 
14 Geophysical EM

Please note, in subsequent submissions please ensure maps are at a scale between 1:10 and 1:5,000.

Correspondence to: Recorded Holder(s) and/or Agent(s):
Resident Geologist ROYAL OAK MINES INC.
South Porcupine, ON Timmins, Ontario

Assessment Files Library 
Sudbury, ON

Page: 1
Correspondence ID: 1 1544
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Ontario

Ministry of
Natural
Resources

Ministry of
Northern Development
and Mines 42A07SE0013 2.17678 TIMMINS

210

INDEX TO LAND DISPOSITION

PLAN

G-3960
TOWNSHIP

MICHIE

M.N.R. ADMINISTRATIVE DISTRICT

TIMMINS
MINING DIVISION

PORCUPINE
LAND TITLES/REGISTRY DIVISION

TIMISKAMING

Scale 1:20 000

Metres
1000 1000 2000

Feel
1000 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000 8000 9000

Metres

10000 
Feet

Contour Interval 10 Metres

AREAS WITHDRAWN FROM DISPOSITION

MRO- M ining Rights Only
SRO- Surface Rights Only

M H- S - Mining and Surface Rights

SYMBOLS Description

Boundary
Township, Meridian, Baseline.

Road allowance; surveyed... 
shoreline...

Lot/Concession; surveyed... 
unsurveyed

Parcel; surveyed
unsurveyed

Right-of-way; road
railway 
utility

Reservation ................

e-W.FK.Wto..................

Contour
Interpolated . 
Approximate 
Depression.

Older No.

W.24/77

WJ9/78

Date Disposition FI

11/3/77 S.R.O. DUMP l8

IO/4/78 S.R.O. ACCESS POINT

DATE OF ISSUE

NOV O 6 1997
PROVINCE RECORDING 

OFFICE-SUDBURY

Control point (horizontal) ...................................... A

Flooded land...................................... --I-I-I---I-I---I-K

Mine head frame .............................................. H

Pipeline (above ground) ............................ ——— ——

Railway; single track............................... -"———'———•~

double track.............................. -"——H——"-

abandoned............................... -1— —'— —1-

Road; highway, county, township.-*-t.................. ————

access ............... .v.................... ========

trail, bush.....-.............................. —————-

Shoreline (original)......:.......................... .-•-"""•--—-

Transmission line.................................. - - — - -- -—

Wooded area..................,..................

DISPOSITION OF CROWN LANDS
Patent ~

Surface A Mining Rights 
Surface Rights Only 

Mining Rights Only

Lease
Surface A Mining Rights 

Surface Rights Only 
Mining Rights Only

Licence df Occupation . . . . 

Order-in-Council. . . . . . . . . .

.9

.e

.H 

.H

APPEARS
HAS
FROM

Cancelled . . . . 

Reservation . .. 

Sand 4 Gravel.

ACTIVATED OCTOBER 3O. I99I

Map base and land disposition drafting by Surveys and Mapping 
Branch, Ministry of Natural Resources.

The disposition of land, location of lot fabric and parcel bounda 
this index was compiled for administrative purposes only.
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M. C. Exploration Services Inc. July 1997.
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Royal Oak Mines Inc.
HLEM Survey 

Timmins-Michie Property
Michie-1-97 Grid 

OBM: 51005340 Se 52005340
M . C. Exploration Services Inc. July 1997.
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PLAN 3

Royal Oak Mines Inc.
HLEM Survey 

Hmrnins-Michie PropertyN SCALE 
o 200 Michie-1-97 Grid 

OBM: 51005340 Se 52005340
M. C. Exploration Services Inc. July 1997.
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Coil Separation 150m

In-Phase 
Out-Phase - — —
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LEGEND
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TOPO
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Digital Data Base2640

Michie 
Lake

42A07SE0013 2.17678 TIMMINS

PLAN 4

Royal Oak Mines me.
HLEM Survey 

Timmins-Michie Properlyx SCALE 
o 200 Michie-1-97 Grid 

OBM: 51005340 Se 52005340
M. C. Exploration Services Inc. July 1997.



"TIMMINS TWP

MICHIE TWP

Wolverton
Timmich

1193533

LEGEND
Total Field Magnetic Plan

58000 nT Base Removed
Contour*

Level 1; SOnT from 55500 to 65500nT

level 2; lOOnT from 55500 to 65500nT
Level 3;1000riT from 55500 to 65500nT
Ban Station Location; 1995 Tlmmliw Grid

TL1800N/ 137SE. Reference Field; 58325 nT

10594 Reading* 9) 12.5 m Interval- 131.84 km
55615 nT to 64105 nT Range. 58102 nT Mean

INSTRUMENTS 
TerroPlue GSM-19 Overhaueer

Michie 

Lake

Royal Oak Mines Inc.
Magnetic Survey 

Timmins-Michie Property
Michie-1-97 Grid 

OBM: 51005340 Se 52005340
Scale 1:TOOOO

O 200 400
M. C. Exploration Services Inc. July 1997.
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PLAN 6

Royal Oak Mines Inc
VLF-EM Survey

Michie-1-97 Grid
Scale 1:10000

O 200 400

"Hmmins-Michie Property
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M. C. Exploration Services Inc


